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Abstract
 From a very early stage, the study of D. H. Lawrence （1885-1930） has been 
synonymous with reading a lot of the criticism of his works, most of it by academics. With 
the publication of The Challenge of D. H. Lawrence （1990）, edited by Michael Squires & 
Keith Cushman （1990）, Rethinking Lawrence, edited by Keith Brown, and A Longman 
Critical Reader on Lawrence （1991）, edited by Peter Widdowson, overly methodological 
academics began to propose a ‘theory’ option and over the years, ‘literary theory’, whatever 
it may be, has achieved a position of dominance in the study of Lawrence. These texts still 
appear to some as radical and challenging, but actually they are not so. They gather together 
with the obvious intention of killing Lawrence and turning him to dust. There is an intense 
smell of death about these studies. This is the distinctive feature of academic criticism 
that is busy killing everything it tries to touch. Of course, there are some excellent works 
of criticism but these are exceptional. This crosses my mind whenever I feel like writing 
something about Lawrence. As time goes by, I tend to drift away from the published, great 
texts, the poems or novels on which Lawrence’s reputation is built, towards journals, letters, 
manuscripts and notes that were never intended for publication. In fact, I want to get nearer 
to the man who wrote these articles, nearer to his being. I seek an increasingly intimate 
relationship with Lawrence, without being disturbed, in so far as is possible, by the means of 
art. In this paper, I also suggest that his great texts serve as prologue to the letters, and the 
finished works become a stage to be passed through as a draft for the definitive pleasure of 






『Ｄ・Ｈ・ロレンス書簡集』（The Letters of D. H. Lawrence, Cambridge Uni. Press, Vol 
1-8）は約50巻にも及ぶ『ケンブリッジ版・D. H. ロレンス全集』（The Cambridge 







スリー（Aldous Huxley）の編纂による『Ｄ・Ｈ・ロレンス書簡集』（The Letters of 



























































































































































































































































































































































































（John Worthen）が自著の『Ｄ・Ｈ・ロレンス ― アウトサイダーとしての人生』
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